Much research in systemic risk is focused on default contagion. While this demands an understanding of valuation, fewer articles specifically deal with the existence, the uniqueness, and the computation of equilibrium prices in structural models of interconnected financial systems. However, beyond contagion research, these topics are also essential for risk-neutral pricing. In this article, we therefore study and compare valuation algorithms in the standard model of debt and equity cross-ownership which has crystallized in the work of several authors over the past one and a half decades. Since known algorithms have potentially infinite runtime, we develop a class of new algorithms, which find exact solutions in finitely many calculation steps. A simulation study for a range of financial system designs allows us to derive conclusions about the efficiency of different numerical methods under different system parameters.
Introduction
Since the turn of the millennium, research interest in systemic financial risk has steadily grown, with a noticeable pick-up in the number of publications over the past five years. One main field of interest is default contagion, see for instance the works of Acemoglu et al. (2013) , Elliott et al. (2013) , Gai et al. (2011) and Nier et al. (2007) , or Staum (2012) for a survey. Many publications regarding systemic risk refer to the seminal work of Eisenberg and Noe (2001) , who were the first to structurally model financial systems in which firms can hold each other's financial obligations as assets under the assumption of limited liability. However, the core idea behind the model of Eisenberg and Noe, which can be interpreted as a multi-firm extension of the Merton (1974) model where cross-holdings of zero-coupon debt between members of the system is allowed, received somewhat less attention by the research community. The main difference between Eisenberg and Noe and the standard multi-firm Merton model is that prices at maturity are not trivially determined since the value of one firm's equity or debt may depend on the value of the debt of any other firm in the system. Eisenberg and Noe (2001) gave conditions under which only one equilibrium solution exists at maturity. Together with a finite numerical algorithm that they provided, the model could not only be used for default contagion research, but also for risk-neutral no-arbitrage valuation under financial interconnectedness (see also Fischer, 2014) . Elsinger (2009) generalized the Eisenberg and Noe setup by also including cross-holdings in equity, and by allowing a seniority structure of the liabilities. A numerical algorithm was provided, however, a finite number of steps to the equilibrium price vector could not be guaranteed anymore.
Already in 2002, Teruyoshi Suzuki had -unbeknown to him -generalized the Eisenberg and Noe setup to the situation where debt of one single seniority and equity could be cross-owned within a financial system (Suzuki, 2002) . Unlike Eisenberg and Noe (2001) and Elsinger (2009) , Suzuki, who had the clear intention of generalizing Merton (1974) , provided a Picard Iteration as the numerical means of calculating price equilibria. In a further generalization of Suzuki's and Elsinger's work, Fischer (2014) extended the structural model of interconnectedness to the case where liabilities could be derivatives in the sense of a dependence on other liabilities or equities in the system. As in Suzuki (2002) , the numerical procedure provided to solve the liquidation value equations at maturity was the Picard Iteration. However, unfortunately, a Picard Iteration cannot warrant an exact solution in finitely many steps.
So, while there exists a small but growing amount of research on the existence and the uniqueness of price equilibria in systems with financial interconnectedness, the provided algorithms mainly reflect the individual authors' particular approach to the problem. For instance, there also exists a publication by Gouriéroux et al. (2013) which mentions that, in the Elsinger model with two debt seniorities but no equity cross-holdings, a simplex method can be applied. However, comparative studies of the different methods seems to be absent from the existing literature. Furthermore, at present, no numerical algorithm for the setup with cross-holdings of equity and one seniority class of debt (Suzuki, 2002; Elsinger, 2009; Gourieroux et al., 2012) is known that reaches the exact solution in a finite number of calculation steps.
For these reasons, the article at hand has three main objectives. First, we want to provide an overview of the already existing valuation algorithms by unifying notation and by embedding them in one general model framework. Second, we provide a new type of algorithm which is a hybrid of Eisenberg and Noe's and Elsinger's approach that has improved convergence properties. Third, we introduce a whole range of algorithm versions which are based on the three different types -namely Picard, Elsinger, and Hybrid -which will reach the exact solution (if existing and unique) in a finite number of calculation steps. Introducing these new algorithms, we show that for the three types of algorithms there always exists an increasing and a decreasing version -depending on a properly chosen (and explicitly given) starting point. Furthermore, we use default set techniques and linearization techniques to achieve finiteness. A simulation study finally allows to draw some conclusions about the efficiency of the presented numerical algorithms with respect to model parameters such as system size.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we will establish the model and necessary assumptions for a unique solution of the financial system. The existing valuation methods of Suzuki (2002) and Elsinger (2009) are presented in Section 3, where a hybrid version of the algorithms of Eisenberg and Noe (2001) and Elsinger (2009) is developed as well. The algorithms of this section are all non-finite. In the fourth section, we introduce a new class of valuation algorithms based on default set techniques that find solutions in finite time. A simulation study in Section 5 compares the runtimes of the different algorithms for different classes of financial systems. In Section 6, we conclude. A technical appendix follows.
Notation and Model Assumptions
For two matrices M = (M ij ) i,j=1,...,n ∈ R n×n and N = (N ij ) i,j=1,...,n ∈ R n×n we write M ≥ N if M ij ≥ N ij for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and M > N if M ij > N ij for at least one pair (i, j). For two vectors u = (u 1 , . . . , u n ) t ∈ R n and v = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) t ∈ R n the definition of u ≥ v and u > v is analogous to the conventions for matrices above. A matrix M ∈ R n×n is said to be left substochastic if M ij ≥ 0 for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and if n i=1 M ij ≤ 1 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The symbol I n is used for the n × n-identity matrix and 0 n is used for a (column) vector of length n that contains only zeros. Additionally, 0 n×n stands for an (n × n)-matrix with only zero entries. For a vector u ∈ R n , the expression diag(u ≤ 0 n ) stands for an (n × n)-diagonal matrix where the i-th entry is 1 if u i ≤ 0 and 0 otherwise, i.e. diag(u ≤ 0 n ) = 1, for i = j and u i ≤ 0, 0, else.
All operations such as the minimum, min{·}, the maximum, max{·}, or the positive part (·) + are applied element-wise to vectors and matrices. The norm in this paper is the ℓ 1 -norm on R n defined as
The corresponding norm for a left substochastic matrix M ∈ R n×n is given by
meaning that M is the maximum of the column sums. One easily can show that Mx ≤ M x . We consider a system of n financial entities, and denote N = {1, . . . , n}. In the following these entities are simply called "firms". Each firm owns exogenous assets, that are defined in the next step. DEFINITION 1. Let a i ≥ 0 denote the market value of the exogenous assets held by firm i. As the name implies, these assets are priced outside the considered system in the sense that the capital structure of the n firms has no influence on the pricing mechanism of such an asset. By a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) t ∈ (R + 0 ) n we denote the (column) vector of the exogenous assets.
Moreover, we assume that the firms have outstanding liabilities with a nominal value at maturity of d i for each firm i. These liabilities are summarized in the vector d ∈ (R + 0 ) n . In our framework we assume that the entries of d are constant. Since it is assumed that the exogenous assets' prices are given by the constant vector a, the results of this paper presented in the Sections 2 to 4 also hold if d depends on a, i.e. if d = d(a). However, for the remainder, we will write d for convenience. This definition of the liability vector allows the interpretation that the d i are simple loans or zero coupon bonds since they are not derivatives that can depend on the other assets within the system. The case of constant liabilities is used in most existing publications in this field, see for example Suzuki (2002) , Gourieroux et al. (2012) and Elsinger (2009) . The more general case in which d depends for example on the endogenous assets, is also treated in the literature (see Fischer, 2014) .
To take the interconnectedness of the firms into account, we allow that each firm can own a fraction of the liabilities of the other firms. To formalize these possible cross-holdings, we use ownership matrices. DEFINITION 2. The left substochastic matrix M d ∈ R n×n in which the entry 0 ≤ M d ij ≤ 1 denotes the fraction that firm i owns of the liability of firm j is called debt ownership matrix. Since no firm is allowed to hold liabilities against themselves, we assume M d ii = 0 for all i ∈ N . The entries M s ij of the (left substochastic) equity ownership matrix M s ∈ R n×n are defined as the fraction that firm i owns of firm j's equity.
Note that the diagonal entries of M s must not be zero; that means it is allowed that firm i holds its own shares in which case M s ii > 0. For the debt ownership matrix it is a common convention (cf. Eisenberg and Noe (2001) or Elsinger (2009) ) that M d ii = 0 since a firm cannot have debt obligations to itself. The tuple F = (a, d, M d , M s ) is in the following sometimes referred to as the financial system.
Associated with the liability vector, we consider the recovery claim vector r ∈ (R + 0 ) n . The recovery claim vector represents the actual payments of the firms at maturity, i.e. in general we have r k ≤ d k since default risk is present. The value of the debt claim that firm i has against firm j is hence given by M d ij r j and the total value of firm i's debt claim against the other members of the system is n j=1 M d ij r j . Furthermore, denote by s ∈ (R + 0 ) n the equity values of the n firms which means that the total recovery value of all system-endogenous assets that firm i owns is given by the i-th entry of
The basic assumption for the model is that equity is considered to be the residual claim which means that any outstanding liability has to be paid off completely before the shareholders receive a positive payment. Hence, the equity value s i of firm i is positive if and only if firm i can fully satisfy all their obligees. The Absolute Priority Rule immediately leads to the following liquidation value equations for the recovery claims and the equities (cf. Fischer, 2014) :
where the sum in (5) contains no (·) + since Theorem 1 will show that all solutions of this system are non-negative. A solution for the liquidation value equations (5) and (6) is hence a fixed point of the mapping Φ :
We will sometimes refer to the debt component of R and mean in such cases the first n components of R that represent the debt payments of the systems. The components n + 1 to 2n of R we also call equity component for the same reasons. We are interested in finding the fixed points of Φ, which we will also call solutions of the financial system F = (a, d, M d , M s ). Without further constraints it is possible that there exist several fixed points. To ensure that the solution is unique, we have to make an additional assumption in which we need another property of an ownership matrix. 
The name of this property is chosen because Elsinger (2009) is, by the best knowledge of the authors, the first one to use this assumption in the context of ownership matrices and the valuation of systemic risk. For our model, we demand that the considered ownership matrices fulfill this property. ASSUMPTION 1. The Elsinger Property holds for the debt and the equity ownership matrices M d and M s .
Note that the fact that M d and M s are holding matrices is equivalent with the existence of (I n − M d ) −1 and (I n − M s ) −1 , as shown by Elsinger (2009) . Moreover, Theorem 1 below will show that Assumption 1 ensures that there is only one fixed point of Φ. To show this, we introduce the two vectors
and
The vector R great assumes that the debt payments are fully recovered so that in the debt component r = d. Note that even if for a fixed point R * = r * s * of Φ it holds that r * = d, it must not necessarily hold that R great = R * . The second vector R small emerges when the liquidation equations (5) and (6) are applied and the ownership structure of liabilities and equities is completely ignored. In this case the term M d r + M s s that represents the income of each firm stemming from debt and equity cross-ownership is set to zero. Hence, the firms only have the exogenous assets a as an income. The vector R small results from applying the mapping Φ in equation (7) to the vector 0 2n , i.e.
Because of (11) and the monotony of Φ, we have that Φ(R) ≥ R small . By definition of Φ and R great , only the lower n lines of the vector inequality Φ(R) ≤ R great need to be shown. By Lemma A3 and (9), it holds that
and therefore
Before showing the importance of R great and R small as upper and lower bounds of the solution R * , we need to introduce the terms default set and default matrix. For r ≥ 0 n and s ≥ 0 n the set
is called default set under r and s because -given r and s -the firms in D(r, s) are not able to fully satisfy their obligations and hence are in default. We say that firm i is in default under r and s if i ∈ D(r, s). For R = (r t , s t ) t we will sometimes abbreviate the default set as D(R).
The default matrix corresponding to r and s, Λ(r, s) ∈ R n×n , is defined as
and is the diagonal matrix with entry 1 for firms in default under r and s at the corresponding position and with the value 0 for firms not in default. With the new notation, we can show the crucial limiting property of R great and R small . PROPOSITION 1. Let R * be a non-negative solution of the fixed point problem defined in (7) .
Proof. Because of (11) and the monotony of Φ, R * ≥ R small , so we only show the validity of the upper bound R great . Since R * is a fixed point of Φ, we can write
Obviously, r * ≤ d = r great , hence we reduce our considerations to the equity component of R * which, together with Λ(r * , s * ) = Λ * , can be presented as
Because of (I n − Λ * )s * = s * we can reformulate (17) into
Rearranging yields to
Together with Lemma A4 in the Appendix, this leads to
from which the assertion follows.
Using the results from above, we can now show that there is only one fixed point which is in the interval [R small , R great ]. The proof of the following theorem is given in the Appendix. THEOREM 1. Under Assumption 1 and for an arbitrary financial system F = (a, d, M d , M s ), there exists a unique fixed point of the mapping Φ. The fixed point R * is non-negative and
In the sequel, we assume that Assumption 1 holds so that F has only one solution R * ∈ (R + 0 ) 2n , i.e.
The requirements of Assumption 1 are less strict than the assumption that both M d < 1 and M s < 1 that is used for example in Fischer (2014) , Suzuki (2002) or Gourieroux et al. (2012) . This follows by the fact that in case of M d having the Elsinger Property, it must not necessarily hold that M d < 1 and hence Φ is no strict contraction anymore. However, the assumption still guarantees that the solution of the system is unique.
Non-Finite Algorithms
In this section, two existing solution algorithms that can be found in the literature are presented. One algorithm consists of the iterative use of the mapping Φ on a chosen starting vector and is given in the first subsection. A modification of this Picard Iteration is used in the work of Elsinger (2009) , where for the determination of the equity component, a more sophisticated subalgorithm is used (Section 3.2). In the last subsection, a new algorithm is developed that combines the ideas of Elsinger (2009) and Eisenberg and Noe (2001) which results in a faster convergence of the procedure.
The Picard Algorithm
The most intuitive way to calculate R * for the system F consists of the iterative use of Φ. It will be shown in this section that with an arbitrary starting vector R 0 ∈ (R + 0 ) 2n ,
which is commonly known as the Picard Iteration. Since R * ≥ 0, the range for the starting vector R 0 can be reduced to only non-negative vectors. Beyond that, the search for an optimal starting point can be limited to the interval [R small , R great ], as shown in Theorem 1. A direct consequence is that any iteration procedure that aims to calculate R * should make sure that (i) no starting point of the iteration is chosen outside the interval [R small , R great ] and that (ii) every interim result of the procedure also needs to be in that interval. Otherwise, the procedure is inefficient. For these reasons, we present an algorithm that can start with both, R great and R small .
ALGORITHM 1 (Picard Algorithm).
1. For k = 0, choose R 0 ∈ [R small , R great ] and ε > 0.
For
3. If R k−1 − R k < ε, stop the algorithm. Else, set k = k + 1 and proceed with step 2.
We will use the two expressions Picard Iteration and Picard Algorithm synonymously for Algorithm 1. In Suzuki (2002) and Fischer (2014) the Picard Iteration is the algorithm of choice to determine solutions of (5) and (6). PROPOSITION 2. In case of R 0 = R small , Algorithm 1 generates a sequence of increasing vectors R k , and for R 0 = R great a sequence of decreasing vectors. For all starting points, the algorithm converges to the solution R * .
From the monotonicity of Φ, it follows that for all iterates we have R k+1 ≥ R k , k ≥ 1. For
and thus
Again it holds, due to the monotonicity of Φ, that R k+1 ≤ R k , k ≥ 1. Hence for any R ∈ [R small , R great ] it follows because of R ≤ R great that Φ(R) ≤ Φ(R great ) ≤ R great and with the same argumentation it follows that Φ(R) ≥ Φ(R small ) ≥ R small . This means that any series from the Picard Iteration with a starting point in the interval [R small , R great ] is bounded from above and from below. Since Φ is continuous, it follows that the series must converge to some R such that Φ( R) = R. According to Theorem 1, there is only one fixed point, so it must hold that R = R * .
Regarding the Picard Iteration with the starting points R small or R great , it should be mentioned that besides Suzuki (2002) and Fischer (2014) , also Shin (2006) considers a Picard iteration in a system valuation context. Shin's model is one with debt cross-ownership and multiple seniorities, while equity cross-ownership is not considered. As such, the model is situated somewhere between the Eisenberg and Noe (2001) and the Elsinger (2009) framework. Instead of maturity values (as done here), Shin directly considers risk-neutral values at time 0, and takes for the start of the iteration procedure either a "conservative" viewpoint, where debt is assumed to have the value zero, or an "optimistic" viewpoint, where the value of debt is assumed to be the face value. Shin's starting points therefore seem to be risk-neutral time zero equivalents to the here considered R small and R great .
The Picard Iteration -or any other iterative algorithm in this section -might not reach the solution R * in finitely many iteration steps. Examples of financial systems with this property can easily be constructed. From a computational or practical point of view this means that iterative algorithms like the Picard Iteration have the disadvantage that under some circumstances many iterations are needed to approach to R * sufficiently close, which makes these algorithms somewhat inefficient. The Trial-and-Error Algorithms presented in Section 4 do not have this drawback since for these procedures it is assured that they will reach the solution in a finite number of steps.
The Elsinger Algorithm
In Elsinger (2009) , an algorithm for R * is presented which differs from the Picard Iteration. This procedure consists of splitting the two components of R, the equity and the debt component, and apply different computation methods on both components in each iteration step. For the equity component, a sub-algorithm is applied where the equity payments of the system are determined assuming a fixed amount of debt payments. Denote this vector of debt payments in the following byr, hence 0 n ≤r ≤ d. Aim of the sub-algorithm is to find a fixed point of the mapping Φ s :
This mapping represents the equity component of Φ for a given debt payment ofr. The fixed point of Φ s (·;r) is denoted by s(r), i.e. 
As shown in Elsinger (2009) , this fixed point exists and is unique since M s has the Elsinger Property.
The following algorithm delivers for givenr a series of vectors w k ∈ R n that converge to a vector whose positive part is the fixed point of (26). To explain this in more detail, first define for a given vector w ∈ R n the set
and the matrix
as the corresponding diagonal matrix. Note that these definitions of P (w) and Γ(w) slightly differ from the original ones in Elsinger (2009) , where a strictly larger sign was used. By our definition of default in (14), a firm with zero equity value can still be not in default in the sense that all obligations can fully served. This situation is referred to as borderline firms (cf. Section 4.2). However, this modification does not change the forthcoming theoretical results.
ALGORITHM 2A.
1. For k = 0, set w 0 = a + M dr − d and determine P (w 0 ) and Γ(w 0 ).
For
and denote the solution by w k+1 , i.e. Ψ w k w k+1 = w k+1 . Determine P (w k+1 ) and Γ(w k+1 ).
3. If P (w k ) = P (w k+1 ), stop the algorithm. Else, set k = k + 1 and proceed with step 2.
Before the properties of Algorithm 2A are shown, we give some explanations for a better understanding of its functioning. The starting point is w 0 , which is the difference between a + M dr and d. The sum represents the firms incomes on their balance sheet that consists of the external assets and the payments due to cross-ownership of debt. Note that in this step the potential income from equity cross-ownership is ignored since M s does not appear. The idea is now as follows: The firms not in P (w 0 ) are not able to fully satisfy their liabilities (assuming debt payments ofr) and will be in default. On the other hand, the firms that are in P (w 0 ) will be able to satisfy their obligees and can be regarded as solvent (again assuming debt payments of r), even though no intersystem payments due to equity cross-ownership are taken into account. As a consequence, the equity payments of the non-defaulting firms are added into the system via the product M s Γ(w 0 )w. We can interpret the vector w 0 , as well as the other iterates w k , as pseudo equity vectors that give us information about solvent and defaulting firms under the current debt and equity payments. The fact that the entries of w k can be negative prevents that they can be naturally interpreted as equity vectors which is why we use the term "pseudo".
The difference compared to the Picard Algorithm is that a linear equation system is solved to achieve a new equity payment vector instead of applying Φ to (r t , (w k ) t ) t . This is because for the fixed point of Ψ w k it holds together with (30) that
Note that the inverse matrix exists since M s and hence M s Γ(s k ) have the Elsinger Property. The vector w 1 can be interpreted as an "updated" version of w 0 since the equity of the non-defaulting firms that are in P (w 0 ) is included in w 1 . Based on the updated vector w 1 it might appear that some firms that are not in P (w 0 ) have now non-negative entries in w 1 . This can be concluded from w 1 ≥ w 0 that we will show later. But these firms are now also able to contribute equity payments to the system. Consequently, the system has to be updated again by determining w 2 . The procedure continues until the set of defaulting firms stays the same from one iteration step to the next one.
PROPOSITION 3. Given a fixed vector of debt paymentsr ≥ 0 n : (i) Algorithm 2A generates an increasing sequence of vectors w k .
Then s(r) = (w l+1 ) + is the fixed point of the mapping Φ s (·;r).
(iii) Let d 0 = |P (w 0 )| ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} be the number of firms with a positive entry in w 0 . The fixed point s(r) is reached after no more than n − d 0 iteration steps.
Proof. (i) This part of the Proposition is shown by Elsinger (2009) . We give a different version of the proof. Because of (31), the fact that Γ(w 0 )w 0 ≥ 0 n and using the series representation of (I n − M s Γ(w 0 )) −1 as shown in Lemma A3 of the Appendix we get
which is the induction start. For the induction step we assume w k ≥ w k−1 and Γ(w k ) ≥ Γ(w k−1 ) following from it. We need to show that w k+1 ≥ w k , or, equivalently,
With this definition we have that
and we can rearrange to
Solving this for e leads to
from which follows that w k+1 ≥ w k .
(ii) First, we will show that once a "stable system" has been reached, i.e. for k ≥ 0 we have P (w k ) = P (w k+1 ), the sequence w k will be constant. Let l be defined as above in (32) . Note that such an l exists since w k ≤ w k+1 and therefore P (w k+1 ) ⊇ P (w k ) for all k ≥ 0 as shown above. Due to Γ(w l ) = Γ(w l+1 ), it follows because of
that the two mappings Ψ w l and Ψ w l+1 are the same and consequently w l+1 = w l+2 . A direct consequence is that P (w l+2 ) = P (w l+1 ) = P (w l ) which implies Γ(w l+2 ) = Γ(w l+1 ) = Γ(w l ). By iteration, all following vectors will be equal to w l+1 .
What remains to be shown out is that the positive part of this iteration vector is the fixed point of the mapping Φ s (·;r). Since w l+1 is the fixed point of Ψ w l it holds that
(iii) As shown, the series w k increases which means that the firms in P (w 0 ) will maintain their positive entries in every further iteration step. The same statement holds for every firm i with w k i < 0 and w k+1 i ≥ 0 for any k ≥ 0. Because of (ii) this means that the number of iteration steps would certainly be maximal, if in every iteration step the set P (w k ) increased by one and if |P (w l+1 )| = n. In that case we would therefore have |P (w l+1 )| − |P (w 0 )| = n − d 0 maximal possible iteration steps.
Using Algorithm 2A to get an equity vector for a given debt payment vector, we can now present the algorithm to calculate the solution R * . In the sequel, we will make use of the
that represents the debt component of Φ for a given equity payment vectors ≥ 0 n .
ALGORITHM 3 (Elsinger Algorithm). Set ε > 0.
1. For k = 0, choose r 0 ∈ {r small , r great } and determine s(r 0 ) using Algorithm 2A.
2. For k ≥ 1, set r k = Φ d (r k−1 ; s(r k−1 )) and calculate s(r k ) by Algorithm 2A.
3. If r k−1 s k−1 − r k s k < ε, stop the algorithm. Else, set k = k + 1 and proceed with step 2.
The algorithm starts either assuming that all firms can fully deliver on their debt obligations (r 0 = r great = d) or that all firms have only their exogenous assets for paying their obligations (r 0 = r small = min{d, a}). With this payment vector, the corresponding equity payments are obtained by using Algorithm 2A. In the next step the debt vector has to be adapted to the new equity payments which is done applying Φ d to the previous debt vector. The updated debt payment vector is then used for determining a new equity payment vector. This procedure continues until the iterates are sufficiently close to each other. Additional to the original algorithm first presented in Elsinger (2009) , Algorithm 3 contains the second possible starting point r small . We will show in the next proposition that if r 0 = r small is chosen, the vector of debt and equity payments establish an increasing sequence and hence converges to the solution R * from below, while for r 0 = r great , it converges from above. Proof. The decreasing part is shown in Elsinger (2009), we only have to show that the debt iterate in the algorithm therein is identical to r k in Algorithm 3. With our notation, the iterate of the debt component in Elsinger (2009) is defined as
where w * (r k−1 ) is the solution of
However, it follows from (39) that forr = r k−1 ,
where w l+1 is the result of Algorithm 2A with the debt payment vector r k−1 , i.e. (w * (r k−1 )) + = s(r k−1 ). Because of (42), we have that
from which follows with (40) and a ≥ 0 n that
What remains to be shown is that for the starting point r 0 = r small the generated series increases and converges to R * , which is done by induction. For the induction start check that
As shown in Elsinger (2009) , the result w * (r) of Algorithm 2A is increasing in r from which also follows that s(r) is increasing in r. Hence, s(r 0 ) ≤ s(r 1 ) which completes the induction start. Assume for the induction step that r k−1 ≤ r k and consequently s(r k−1 ) ≤ s(r k ). The next debt iterate emerges as
from which also follows that s(r k+1 ) ≥ s(r k ) and, hence, the increasing property of the series. For the convergence, check that s(r k ) ≥ 0 n and it holds that
Because of r k ≤ r * , it follows after some rearrangements that
hence the series s(r k ) is bounded from above as well and therefore converges to some s * from below. The fact that Φ s is continuous in (6). Similarly, we can argue that because of the continuity of Φ d , Φ d (r * ; s * ) = r * from which follows that ((r * ) t , (s * ) t ) t also solves (5) and therefore must be the fixed point R * .
As described above, the Elsinger Algorithm determines the equity component of the iterates R k in a different way than the Picard Iteration. An important consequence of this approach is that the iterates of the Elsinger Algorithm will for the decreasing version be in every step smaller than the iterates of the Picard Algorithm, as we will show in the next proposition. The same statement holds for the increasing version of both procedures, where the iterates from the Elsinger Algorithm will be greater than the iterates form the Picard Algorithm. Both procedures are difficult to compare concerning their total calculation effort due to different ways of obtaining the next equity iterate (cf. Section 5.3). However, if we only take the number of needed iterations as a quality criterion, we can conclude that the Elsinger Algorithm converges faster to R * than the Picard Iteration, no matter whether the algorithms start from the upper or the lower boundary.
The assertion is shown by induction. For k = 0, suppose that the upper boundary is the starting vector for both algorithms. In Equation (49) it was shown that
Since r 0 E = r 0 P = d, the induction start is complete. Assume now, that for k ≥ 1 it holds
If the starting vector is the lower boundary and the series R k P and R k E are increasing, the argumentation is similar.
(ii) We prove the claim for the decreasing version of the algorithms, the proof for the reverse direction is similar. First, let R k = R k P . The next iteration of the debt component is equal for both algorithms, i.e. r k+1
The mapping Φ s (·; r k ) has a unique fixed point, that we denote by s(r k ) and that can be obtained via a Picard Iteration:
The iterates obviously form a decreasing sequence so that
where the second inequality follows from the fact that s(r) is increasing in r (cf. Elsinger (2009) ). If the k-th iterate is given by R k = R k E , the arguments are analogous to the ones above.
A Hybrid Algorithm
To motivate the approach of the next algorithm, we have to compare the functioning of the Elsinger Algorithm and the Picard Iteration. The major difference between both iterations emerges in the calculation of the equity component. Suppose that we are in iteration step k ≥ 0 and want to calculate the next iteration of the equity component. We ignore for an instant that both algorithms deliver different iterates and assume that the k-th iterate is given by
In the Elsinger Algorithm, r k+1 is calculated first and then s k+1 as the fixed point of Φ s (·; r k+1 ) so that it holds that s k+1 = Φ s (s k+1 ; r k+1 ). The Picard iterate, on the other side, can be written as s k+1 = Φ s (s k ; r k ) from which it becomes clear that the Picard Iteration neither uses the "updated" debt vector r k+1 , nor does it solve a separate fixed point mapping to obtain s k+1 .
The determination of the debt component r k+1 , however, is comparable in both algorithms. Again starting with R k we have that r k+1 = Φ d (r k ; s k ) for both procedures. An obvious extension of the Elsinger Algorithm would be to utilize the principle used for the equity component for the debt component as well. In the article of Eisenberg and Noe (2001) , this concept is used for systems with no cross-ownership of equity, i.e. where M s = 0 n×n . In this subsection we will generalize the results of this work and it will turn out that combining both ideas, the one of Elsinger (2009) and the one of Eisenberg and Noe (2001) , will help to minimize the number of needed iteration steps of the global algorithm to find R * .
To explain this idea in more detail, say that for a debt payment vectorr ∈ [r small , r great ] we have a corresponding equity vector s(r), that is, a fixed point of the mapping Φ s (·;r) in (26). In the Elsinger Algorithm the next debt iterate emerges as Φ d (r; s(r)). Instead of using this iterate, our aim is now to find the fixed point of Φ d (·; s(r)) as the new iterate. This can be done using the following Algorithm.
1. For k = 0, set r 0 =r and determine D(r 0 , s) and Λ(r 0 , s).
For
3. Denote the solution by r k , i.e. Θ r k−1 ,s (r k ) = r k and determine D(r k , s) and Λ(r k , s).
If
The algorithm is identical to the one given in Eisenberg and Noe (2001) with the modification that some additional fixed payments due to equity cross-ownership are included. It solves (5) for a fixed amount of equity payment s ≥ 0 n , i.e. is the fixed point of the mapping Φ d (·, s), as we will show in the next proposition. Denote this fixed point by r * (s) for instance. In the Hybrid Algorithm following later on, r * (s) is used as the next iterate for the debt component. To see the difference between the calculation of the debt component in the Elsinger Algorithm, assume that an arbitrary debt payment vector r ∈ [0 n , d] is given and that the corresponding equity payment vector s(r) is given too. The fixed point of the mapping Φ d (·; s(r)) can on the one hand be obtained using Algorithm 4A above, but on the other hand, we could also use a Picard Iteration, since for any r ∈ [0 n , d] it holds that
Starting with the vector r, the fixed point r * (s) is given as
In the Elsinger Algorithm, however, the next iterate for the debt component is defined as Φ d (r; s(r)) which is therefore the first iterate of the Picard Iteration in (57). Hence, one can say that using in the Elsinger Algorithm, a simple mapping is applied to obtain the next iterate, whereas in the Hybrid Algorithm, the fixed point of a mapping is determined. In Proposition 9, we will show that when using the idea of the latter algorithm, the iterates R k will always be closer to the searched solution R * .
PROPOSITION 6. Letr ∈ [r small , r great ] be a debt payment vector and s ≥ 0 n a vector of equity payments such that Φ d (r; s) ≤r.
(i) Algorithm 4A generates a well-defined decreasing sequence of vectors r k .
Then r * (s) = r l+1 is the fixed point of the mapping Φ d (·; s) defined in (40).
(iii) Let d 0 = |D(r, s)| be the number of firms in default underr and s. The fixed point r * (s) is reached after no more than n − d 0 iteration steps.
Proof. Since the equity vector s is considered as fixed we can modify the financial system F by settingã = a + M s s and M s = 0 n×n . The new systemF = (ã, d, M d , M s ) is then a system without cross-ownership of equity. Such systems are considered in Eisenberg and Noe (2001) .
(i) The proof that the sequence r k decreases is now equivalent to the proof given in Eisenberg and Noe (2001) . A needed assumption in the proof therein is thatr is a socalled supersolution which is given because of Φ d (r; s(r)) ≤r ≤ d. What we have to show to complete this part is that the fixed point of the mapping in (55) exists and is unique, since their definition of a financial system, differs slightly from ours. Denote by Λ := Λ(r k , s) the diagonal matrix for r k . The next iterate r k+1 is according to (55) given by
and rearranging yields to
Note that M d has the Elsinger Property and, hence, so does ΛM d Λ, which means that the inverse of I n − ΛM d Λ exists. This proves the uniqueness of r k+1 .
(ii) The argumentation that the sequence converges and becomes constant in the end is analogous to part (ii) of the proof of Proposition 3. Since r k is decreasing, we have that D(r k , s) ⊆ D(r k+1 , s) that means the number of firms in default increases. If D(r l , s) = D(r l+1 , s), then we also have that Λ(r l , s) = Λ(r l+1 , s), from which follows that the mappings Θ r l ,s and Θ r l+1 ,s have the same fixed point. It must hold then that all consequent iterates are equal.
To show that r l+1 is the fixed point of Φ d (·, s), first check that by definition of Λ(r l+1 , s):
It then holds that
where the last equality follows from (55).
(iii) This part is similar to part (iii) of the proof of Proposition 3 with the reverse argumentation. The d 0 firms in default under the starting vector will stay in default since the series decreases. To achieve a maximum theoretical length of the algorithm, exactly one additional default step has to occur in every new iteration step. This results in no more than n − d 0 possible iteration steps.
The validity of the inequality in (58) is crucial for the monotonicity of the iterates r k produced by Algorithm 4A. However, there are situations in which a debt payment vectorr ∈ [r small , r great ] is given together with an arbitrary vector s ≥ 0 n and where (58) does not hold. Think of an algorithm to find R * that starts with R small . In this case the first debt iterate is r small = min{d, a} and the corresponding equity iterate is s(r small ). Applying Φ d on these vectors yields to
and to a violation of (58). Finding the next debt iterate as the fixed point of Φ d (·; s(r small )) and applying Algorithm 4A to do so, can under certain circumstances lead to a non-monotone series, as one can simply verify by a self-chosen example. This makes it difficult to prove the convergence of such a series in general. Nevertheless, given a debt vectorr and s ≥ 0 n , we can still calculate the fixed point by avoiding Algorithm 4A and use a Picard-type algorithm instead.
ALGORITHM 5A (Picard Iteration for the Debt Component). Suppose that s ≥ 0 n and ε > 0.
1. For k = 0, set r 0 =r. Proof. Assume that Φ d (r; s) ≥r = r 0 . For the first iterate, it holds that r 1 = Φ d (r; s) ≥ r 0 . Via induction, it follows that r k+1 ≥ r k for all k ≥ 1. Because the monotone series r k is bounded by d, it must converge to some fixed point. Because of the fact that the Elsinger condition holds, it follows directly that this fixed must be unique (see Elsinger (2009) 
For
The Algorithms 4A and 5A both enable us to calculate a new debt iterate given an equity vector. Together with Algorithm 2A for the equity component, we can now combine both procedures in a common algorithm that searches for the fixed point R * .
ALGORITHM 6 (Hybrid Algorithm). Set ε > 0.
1. For k = 0, choose r 0 ∈ {r great , r small } and determine s(r 0 ) with Algorithm 2A.
For k ≥ 1:
2.1 Determine r k using Algorithm 4A if r 0 = r great or using Algorithm 5A if r 0 = r small in both cases with s = s(r k−1 ). For given r = r k , k ≥ 0, the Hybrid Algorithm determines s k = s(r k ) as the correct equity value that solves (6) and for given s = s(r k ), k ≥ 0, it determines the correct debt value r k+1 that solves (5). As such, conditional on the values determined in the previous step, the algorithm calculates an exact solution of either (6) or (5) in the next iteration step.
Determine s
PROPOSITION 8. The Hybrid Algorithm delivers a series of decreasing vectors if r 0 = r great that converges to the fixed point R * . In case of r 0 = r small the series is increasing with the same limit.
Proof. First, suppose that r 0 = r great . We will first show by induction that the series decreases. For the induction start note that
As mentioned in the proof of Proposition 5, the equity vectors s(r) are increasing in r which yields to s(r 1 ) ≤ s(r 0 ). For the induction step, assume that for k > 1 it holds that r k−1 ≥ r k and consequently s(
the assumption (58) is fulfilled. The next iterate r k+1 emerges from a decreasing sequence produced by applying Algorithm 4A beginning withr = r k . Hence r k+1 ≤ r k and thus s(r k+1 ) ≤ s(r k ). Next step is to show that the series converges to R * . We have that the two sequences ((r k+1 ) t , (s(r k )) t ) t and ((r k ) t , (s(r k )) t ) t are both decreasing in (R + 0 ) 2n and therefore converge to the same limit ((r * ) t , (s * ) t ) t ∈ (R + 0 ) 2n . Because of the continuity of Φ d and Φ s it must hold that Φ d (r * , s * ) = r * and Φ s (s * , r * ) = s * . Thus, ((r * ) t , (s * ) t ) t solves (6) and (5). The proof for r 0 = r small is similar.
In Proposition 5, we have shown that when using the Elsinger Algorithm, the iterates will always be nearer to the solution R * than the corresponding iterates of the Picard Algorithm. This lead to the conclusion that the iteration number is minimized for the Elsinger Algorithm. The next Proposition shows the same when comparing the Elsinger and the Hybrid Algorithm and it will become clear that the Hybrid Algorithm will need less iteration steps to reach R * than the Elsinger Algorithm.
PROPOSITION 9. As in Proposition 5, we denote the iterates of the two algorithms with subscripts, where E stands for the Elsinger and H for the Hybrid Algorithm.
when (r t small , s(r small ) t ) t is the starting vector of both algorithms.
(ii) Let R k , k ≥ 0, be an iterate either of the Elsinger Algorithm or of the Hybrid Algorithm that started with R 0 = (r t great , s(r great ) t ) t . Then R k+1 E (r k ) ≥ R k+1 H (r k ) for the next iterates which were calculated with either the Elsinger or the Hybrid Algorithm starting from R k .
Further, since s(r) is increasing in r (cf. Proposition 5), s 1 E = s(r 1 E ) ≥ s(r 1 H ) = s 1 H , which completes the induction start. For the induction step, assume that it holds for k > 1 that
where we again used the fact that s(r) is increasing in r from which follows that s
Therefore, the assumption in (58) is fulfilled which ensures that r k+1 H ≤ r k E . For the next iterate it follows that 
If follows from this results that s k+1 E ≤ s k+1 H . A similar argumentation together with Proposition 7 delivers the proof in case of R 0 = (r t small , s(r small ) t ) t .
Of course, within an iteration step of the Hybrid Algorithm, potentially many linear equation systems have to be solved since for the debt component Algorithm 4A is applied, which results in higher computational costs. But if we ignore for a moment this circumstance it follows from Proposition 9 that the convergence speed of the Hybrid Algorithm is higher than the one of the Elsinger Algorithm.
Finite Algorithms
The Algorithms in the previous section all had the drawback that it could not be ensured that the solution R * is reached in a finite number of iteration steps. In this section we will present two ways in which potentially infinite solution algorithms can be turned into procedures that reach the solution in finitely many steps. The common principle of these methods is to include the information which firms are in default under a current iterate R k . It turns out that this slight modification helps to overcome the disadvantage of potentially infinitely many iteration steps.
To guarantee that the forthcoming procedures are well-defined, we have to drop the Elsinger Property and demand a stricter property of the ownership matrices (see Fischer (2014)).
ASSUMPTION 2. For both the debt and the equity ownership matrices it holds that M d < 1 and M s < 1.
For the remainder of this section we suppose that Assumption 2 holds. Note that Assumption 2 implies Assumption 1, but not the other way round. The financial system therefore still has a unique solution under Assumption 2.
be an arbitrary vector with corresponding default set D(R) and default matrix Λ = Λ(R). The pseudo solution R ∈ (R + 0 ) 2n of (5) and (6) that belongs to D(R) is defined by
where x ∈ R n is the solution of the linear equation system Ax = b with
To motivate the definition of a pseudo solution, assume that it was known for each firm whether it was in default under the solution of (5) and (6) or not. Denote by D * ⊆ N the set of firms that were in default under R * :
and let Λ * = Λ(r * , s * ) be the corresponding default matrix. We assume that the set was known even though this information is not available a priori. However, if we had this information, no iteration procedure would be needed to find the fixed point R * . We only had to compute the pseudo solution that belongs to D * , as is shown in Proposition 10.
The reason why we have to restrict the following considerations to ownership matrices with a matrix norm smaller one is because we have to guarantee that x from Definition 4 is uniquely defined. This can only be ensured if M d < 1 and M s < 1 since then M d Λ+M s (I n −Λ) < 1 for any Λ as well. This in turn implies that A in (73) is invertible. For ownership matrices M d and M s that have the Elsinger Property, the invertibility of A is obviously not always given.
PROPOSITION 10. The pseudo solution belonging to D * is the solution R * of the financial system F(a, M d , M s , d), i.e.
where Λ * is the default matrix belonging to D * and x is the solution of the equation Ax = b defined in (73) and (74).
Proof. According to the liquidation value equations in (5) and (6), the vectors r * and s * are given as
In matrix notation this means in particular that (I n − Λ * )r * = (I n − Λ * )d and Λ * s * = 0 n and thus
For the firms in default we only have to calculate the debt payments and for the firms not in default we have to determine the equity value. The solution R * does hence contain only n unknown values and we only have to consider the two subsystems
We can add the two equations and write the system more compact as:
Because of (I n − Λ * )s * = s * we get
which leads after some rearrangements to (84) that is equivalent to
since Λ * (I n − Λ * ) = 0 n×n . Setting x = Λ * r * + (I n − Λ * )s * and with the notation of Definition 4, the equation system becomes Ax = b.
The main challenge in this solution approach is of course that the final default set D * is unknown. Algorithms that follow this idea to find R * consequently have to find D * in a fast way. A naive strategy could be to check all possible default scenarios of the financial system, calculate the pseudo solution for the corresponding default set and check whether it actually is the fixed point of Φ. However, there are 2 n possible scenarios that would have to be checked, which could be cumbersome for large n. Therefore, more efficient algorithms are needed that require less computation to find D * . Some possible algorithms are presented in the next subsections .
Decreasing Trial-and-Error Algorithms
The three algorithms 1, 3 and 6 from Section 3 can start with a vector R 0 that was the upper boundary of the solution vector R * . The procedures in this subsection have in common that they also start with this upper boundary and calculate a corresponding default set. For every following iterate, the corresponding default set is determined as well. To avoid that every default set it is checked whether it actually is D * and whether the corresponding pseudo solution is the fixed point of Φ, the algorithm will identify potential default sets to reduce the computational effort. If it turns out that the potential default set is D * , the algorithm stops. Otherwise, the procedure continues until a new potential default set is found that has to be checked again, and so on. Due to these characteristics we name this type of algorithm Trial-and-Error Algorithm. The general procedure of algorithms of this type is similar.
ALGORITHM 7 (Decreasing Trial-and-Error Algorithm). Set l ≥ 2 and p = 0.
Choose either the Picard (Algorithm 1), the Elsinger (Algorithm 3) or the Hybrid Algorithm
(Algorithm 6) which is used in the following to generate the next iterate.
If in
Step 1 the Picard Algorithm is chosen, set d = −1, R 0 = R great and determine D(R 0 ). Else, set d = 0, R 0 = d s (d) and determine D(R 0 ). is reached. Determine the pseudo solution belonging to D(R q ) and denote it by R q .
If
6. If Φ( R q ) = R q , stop the algorithm. Else, set d = |D(R q )| and p = q and proceed with step 5.
The Algorithms 1, 3 and 6 in their decreasing versions produce decreasing sequences of iterates and thus increasing sequences of default sets, i.e. D(R k ) ⊆ D(R k+1 ) for k ≥ 0. Algorithm 7 means that one iterates and checks whether the default set has not changed compared to the previous default set. If the default set stays the same for the next l − 1 consecutive iterations, this is an indication that the actual D * might have been reached. To check this, the pseudo solution is calculated and it is checked whether it solves (5) and (6). If no solution has been found, one iterates again until a larger default sets stays identical for l − 1 consecutive times, and the described procedure can be repeated. If a solution is reached, the procedure stops. Due to its described property, we call l the lag value.
In the special case of l = 2 this means that the pseudo solution is calculated if the default set stays the same from one iteration step to another. Obviously, choosing a higher lag value inspires more confidence in the potential default set since the longer the default set stays unchanged, the higher is the chance that it is the actual default set.
Depending on the choice of the algorithm in Step 1 of the Decreasing Trial-and-Error Algorithm, we obtain three different versions of Algorithm 7:
(i) The Decreasing Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm with R 0 = R great , where the iterates as given by R k = Φ(R k−1 ).
(ii) The Decreasing Trial-and-Error Elsinger Algorithm with R 0 = ((r great ) t , (s(r great )) t ) t , where s(r great ) is obtained via Algorithm 2A and the next iterates are obtained using Algorithm 3.
(iii) The Decreasing Trial-and-Error Hybrid Algorithm with the same starting vector as in (ii), where the next iterates are obtained using Algorithm 6.
The particular cases when D(R 0 ) ∈ {∅, N } in the steps 3 and 4, deserve a separate mention since in such situations, no iteration is necessary and the solution R * can be given explicitly under some circumstances. The justification of this phenomena is given in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 11. For the Decreasing Trial-and-Error Hybrid Algorithm the following holds:
, no matter which version of the algorithm is taken. 
which proves the claim.
Note that for the Decreasing Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm, we cannot conclude that
There are simple counterexamples for situations like this.
PROPOSITION 12. Algorithm 7 reaches the solution R * of (5) and (6) in a finite number of iteration steps.
Proof. By definition of D(R k ) in (14) and since R k converges to R * from above for any of the three algorithms 1, 3 and 6, there exists a k 0 ≥ 0 such that D(R k ) = D(R * ) = D * for all k ≥ k 0 .
Increasing Trial-and-Error Algorithms
In contrast to the decreasing algorithms presented in the subsection above, it is of course also possible to use an algorithm with the reverse direction, i.e. in which the series of produced iterates is increasing and in which the default sets are decreasing. The general form is very similar to Algorithm 7.
ALGORITHM 8 (Increasing Trial-and-Error Algorithm). Set l ≥ 2, d = n + 1 and p = 0.
1. Choose a starting vector R 0 and determine D(R 0 ). 4. If Φ( R q ) = R q , stop the algorithm. Else, set d = |D(R q )| and p = q and proceed with step 3.
If
The functioning of Algorithm 8 is similar to the Decreasing Trial-and-Error Algorithms with the difference that the resulting sequence of default sets is obviously decreasing. As in Section 4.1, the way of choosing the calculation method to determine the next iterate, allows three different modifications:
(i) The Increasing Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm with R 0 = R small and R k = Φ(R k−1 ).
(ii) The Increasing Trial-and-Error Elsinger Algorithm with
where s(r small ) is obtained via Algorithm 2A and the next iterates are obtained using Algorithm 3.
(iii) The Increasing Trial-and-Error Hybrid Algorithm with the same starting vector as in (ii) and where the next iterates are obtained using Algorithm 6. Note that for the next debt iterate, Algorithm 5A is used instead of Algorithm 4A in the decreasing version.
The justification of the stopping criteria in Step 2 of Algorithm 8 is as follows. Suppose that the Picard version of the algorithm is chosen and that D(R 0 ) = ∅, which means that a + M d r small + M s s small ≥ d. Since r small ≤ d and s small ≤ s(d), it also holds that a + M d d + M s s(d) ≥ d and s(d) ≥ 0 n following from this. With Equation (87), we see that R * = d s(d) . Also note that, in contrast to Algorithm 7, there is no stopping criteria in case of D(R 0 ) = N . The reason is that in this case, no general statement about the structure of the solution R * can be made, no matter which version of the algorithm is used. In particular, from D(R 0 ) = N it does not follow in general that D(R * ) = N , since there are easily constructable counterexamples for this.
The reason why we distinguish between decreasing and increasing Trial-and-Error Algorithms is that Algorithm 7 will always find the correct default set D * = D(R * ), and this in a finite number of iteration steps. For the Increasing Trial-and-Error Algorithms such a statement is not possible in general since there are some situations in which the default sets do not converge to D * , no matter which lag value is chosen. Situations in which this "anomaly" occurs are always financial systems that contain a so-called borderline firm. The expression borderline is taken from Liu and Staum (2010) and denotes a firm i ∈ N in a financial system with fixed point R * for which it holds that r * i = d i and s * i = 0. In other words, borderline firms are just able to fully cover their liabilities, but have no remaining capital left in their balance sheet that can be furnished to their shareholders. By definition of a default set in (14), a borderline firm i is not in default since
and therefore i / ∈ D(R * ). However, when using an Increasing Trial-and-Error Algorithm it can happen for such a borderline firm i that i ∈ D(R k ) for every iterate R k , k ≥ 0. This means that the true default set D * will never be identified by the algorithm. There exist many examples of financial systems that have this property. To show that in such situations, the fixed point R * can still be determined via the calculation of the pseudo solution, assume that the set B ⊂ N contains an arbitrary selection of borderline firms. The common set of defaulting firms and the selected borderline firms is denoted by D, i.e. D = D * ∪ B. The corresponding "default" matrices are given by Λ = Λ( D) and Λ * = Λ * (D * ), respectively. Following this notation, A and A * define the matrices from (73) Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the first n 1 firms of the system are solvent, that the next n 2 − n 1 firms are the selected borderline cases, and that the remaining firms are in default under R * . This means that N = {1, . . . , n 1 } ∪ B ∪ D * = {1, . . . , n 1 } ∪ {n 1 + 1, . . . , n 2 } ∪ {n 2 + 1, . . . , n}.
(90)
It follows from Proposition 10 that
x * = (x 1 , . . . , x n 1 , x n 1 +1 , . . . , x n 2 , x n 2 +1 , . . . , x n ) t = (s * 1 , . . . , s * n 1 , 0, . . . , 0, r * n 2 +1 , . . . , r * n ) t . (91) Further, note that
and that
because of the structure of x * . By (73) and (74), x * solves A * x = b * if and only if
Since (I n − Λ * )d = (I n − Λ)d + Λ B d, we can add Λ B d on both sides of the equation and obtain
Therefore x = (s * 1 , . . . , s * n 1 , d n 1 +1 , . . . , d n 2 , r * n 2 +1 , . . . , r * n ) t is the solution of Ax = b if and only if x * solves A * x = b * .
The pseudo solution belonging to D * is the solution R * of the system. A direct consequence of Lemma 2 is that the pseudo solution of D is also equal to R * . Similar to the proof of Proposition 12, we can argue that the set D will be reached by the Increasing Trial-and-Error Algorithms in a finite number of steps. Note that this statement holds in particular for the Increasing Hybrid Trial-and-Error Algorithm, where Algorithm is used 5A to calculate the next debt iterate. Even though a Picard-typed procedure is used in this auxiliary algorithm, we can conclude together with Proposition 9 and ε > 0 that the number of iteration will still be finite. We summarize the findings in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 13. Algorithm 8 reaches the solution R * of (5) and (6) in a finite number of iteration steps.
Sandwich Algorithms
A disadvantage of the Trial-and-Error Algorithms was that when a potential default set is reached, the only way to find out whether this default set is actually D * , is to calculate the corresponding pseudo solution and check whether it is a fixed point of (7). The choice of a high lag value can of course increase the chance that D * is reached at the first trial, but there is no certainty.
Another way to find D * is to start an iteration simultaneously with the largest and smallest possible solution and use one of the Algorithms 1, 3 or 6 to obtain the next iterate. For k ≥ 0 denote by R k the k-th iterate of the series that emerges when starting the algorithm with the maximum and by R k its counterpart when starting with the minimum possible solution.
Depending which algorithm is chosen, the starting vector can either be R 0 = R great (Picard Iteration) or R 0 = (r t great , (s(r great )) t ) t (Elsinger and Hybrid Algorithm) when starting with the upper boundary. Analogously, we have R 0 = R small or R 0 = (r t small , (s(r small )) t ) t if the minimum possible solution is the starting point. By the Propositions 2, 4, 8 and by Equation (14), the iterative use of one of the mentioned algorithms entails that the default sets approach one another, i.e. for k ≥ 0
Let
be the first iteration step in which the default set for both starting vectors is the same. Then we must have that D(R l ) = D * and, by Proposition 10, determining the pseudo solution belonging to D * leads to R * . Because of its characteristics we call this algorithm the Sandwich Algorithm.
ALGORITHM 9 (Sandwich Algorithm).
1. Determine R 0 and R 0 as well as their corresponding default sets D(R 0 ) and D(R 0 ).
2.
For k ≥ 1, calculate the iterates R k and R k using one of the Algorithms 1, 3 or 6 and the corresponding default sets D(R k ) and D(R k ).
3. If D(R k ) = D(R k ), stop the algorithm, set D * = D(R k ) and calculate the pseudo solution that belongs to D * following Definition 4. Else, set k = k + 1 and go back to step 2.
As for the Trial-and-Error Algorithms in the sections above, the Sandwich Algorithm results in different versions:
(i) The Sandwich Picard Algorithm with R 0 = R great and R 0 = R small and the use of Algorithm 1 in step 2.
(ii) The Sandwich Elsinger Algorithm with R 0 = (r t great , (s(r great )) t ) t and R 0 = (r t small , (s(r small )) t ) t and the use of Algorithm 3 in step 2.
(iii) The Sandwich Hybrid Algorithm with the same starting points as the Sandwich Elsinger Algorithm and the iterative use of Algorithm 6 in step 2.
Recall the insights from Section 4.2, where it was shown that, under some circumstances, it may happen that the series of default sets D(R k ) will never converge to the actual default set D * . Situations in which this problem occurs always contain at least one firm that is on borderline in the solution R * . As a result of this behavior, the Sandwich Algorithm may not converge in the sense that the default sets D(R k ) and D(R k ) will never become identical.
However, if we consider a stochastic setting and assume a distribution for the vector a of the exogenous assets' prices which has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (R + 0 ) n , then situations in which the convergence cannot be assured occur only with probability zero as the next Proposition shows. Note that this assumption is fulfilled in the usual n-firm Merton models where the individual a i are log-normally distributed.
PROPOSITION 14. The Sandwich Algorithm generates a sequence of decreasing default sets D(R k ) and a sequence of increasing default sets D(R k ) that reach the default set D * of the solution R * almost surely after finitely many steps. Thus, it reaches the solution R * of (7) almost surely after finitely many steps.
Proof. The increasing and decreasing property of the default sets follows directly from the Propositions 2, 4 and 8. The two series of default sets of the algorithm both converge in finitely many iteration steps to D * if there is no firm in the financial system that is borderline. Lemma A5 in the Appendix shows that the probability for borderline firms in R * is zero from which almost sure convergence follows.
By its nature, the Sandwich Algorithm converges to D * from both directions which doubles the computation and makes the algorithm somewhat inefficient from a computational point of view. On the other hand, the algorithm computes an exact solution in finitely many iteration steps without wasting time on "Trial-and-Error". In contrast to the Trial-and-Error Algorithms, the drawback of the Sandwich Algorithm is that the convergence of the procedure cannot be ensured when borderline firms are present in the system. To overcome this problem, we recommend for practical purposes to apply the idea of a lag value in the Sandwich Algorithm as well.
ALGORITHM 10 (Modified Sandwich Algorithm). Set l ≥ 2.
1. Determine R 0 and R 0 as well as their corresponding default sets D(R 0 ) and D(R 0 ). k and R k using one of the Algorithms 1, 3 or 6 and the corresponding default sets D(R k ) and D(R k ). 
If D(R
calculate the pseudo solution belonging to D(R k ) and stop the algorithm if it solves the Equations (5) and (6). Else, set k = k + 1 and go back to step 2.
The modification consists of interrupting the algorithm if the default sets D(R k ) and D(R k )
for both iteration directions are not identical but stay constant for l consecutive times. If l is chosen large enough (e.g. l ≥ 5) and (99) holds, this is a strong indication that at least one firm in the system is borderline and that the convergence of both series is not given. In this situation, a check whether the default set has already been reached is suitable.
Simulation Study
Aim of this section is to confirm the theoretical findings in the former sections by simulation.
In particular, we focus our considerations on the following subjects:
(i) Investigate the trade-off when choosing a lag value l in the Trial-and-Error Algorithms of Section 4.1. The result of this part contains 'optimal' lag values for each algorithm and will be used in the next part.
(ii) Investigate the algorithm efficiency of all the presented algorithms in the Sections 3 and 4. For every different technique to calculate the next iterate (Picard, Elsinger, Hybrid), we compare the three types of algorithms (non-finite, Trial-and-Error, Sandwich) with each other.
Before presenting the results of our study, the used financial systems are further specified.
General Structure of the Financial Systems
For the system size n we chose six different values, viz. n ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200}. A system with only 5 or 10 firms can be considered as relatively small whereas networks with n = 25 or n = 50 are regarded as medium-sized. Small systems are investigated for example in Gourieroux et al. (2012) , Rogers and Veraart (2013) and Elsinger et al. (2006a) where the size was 5, 6 and 10 firms respectively. Examples of medium-sized systems are Acemoglu et al. (2013) and Nier et al. (2007) where the size was 20 and 25 firms respectively. Further, we added networks with 100 and 200 firms into our study to also include larger systems. Existing studies for such sizes are Elliott et al. (2013) , Cont et al. (2010) and Gai et al. (2011) that entailed networks with 100, 125 and 250 firms, respectively. There are some empirical studies (Elsinger et al. (2006b) , Gai and Kapadia (2010) ) that investigated system sizes of about n = 1000. We believe that for practical purposes such large systems are not of interest which is why we did not take values n > 200 into account. However, it is expectable that the results obtained for our system sizes also hold for networks with more than 200 firms. The next input parameters to define are the asset and debt values. To keep it simple, we assumed in every simulation scenario of this study for the exogenous assets a value of 1 for each firm, i.e. a = (1, . . . , 1) t ∈ R n . For firm i's nominal debt value, we set a fixed value d i = d for all i ∈ N and added a random variation to each debt value in order to get differing setups which leads to
where the ε i are independently normally distributed with mean value 0 and standard deviation 0.5, i.e. ε i ∼ N (0, 0.25). Note that in case of shocks with ε i < d i we set d i = 0 to avoid negative liabilities.
When constructing an ownership matrix, the degree of ownership that is operationalized by the expression integration can provide some crucial information. 
Analogously,
is called the equity integration level.
The integration level is hence a measure of the extent of cross-ownership in either the debt or the equity component and its definition is based on the one given in the work of Elliott et al. (2013) . Because of Assumption 2, it follows directly that ν d , ν s ∈ [0, 1).
The integration levels ν d and ν s obviously do not specify the single entries of the ownership matrices. For this purpose we will limit our consideration in the following to somewhat regular structures of the matrices.
DEFINITION 6. An ownership matrix M is called
• a ring ownership matrix if in every column only one entry is larger than 0 and
• a complete ownership matrix if every entry, except for the diagonal entry, is larger than 0 and of the same size.
Further, let M be a ring ownership matrix and M be a complete ownership matrix. A λ-convex combination of M and M is defined as the matrix M with entries
The concepts of ring and complete matrices and of convex combinations are originally used in Acemoglu et al. (2013) . If M d is a ring matrix this means that every firm has only one creditor within the system, and only one shareholder if M s is a ring matrix. Without loss of generality we assume that firm i + 1 is the creditor (shareholder) of firm i for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and that firm n is the creditor (shareholder) of firm 1. When M d (M s ) is a complete ownership matrix, debt (share) proportions are equally distributed between the n − 1 firms. The lower λ is chosen, the more equal are the entries of the corresponding convex combination. = ( a, d, M d , M s ) with corresponding integration levels ν d , ν s andν d ,ν s . Due to the regular structure of the ownership matrices we can say that a system F is more debt-integrated than F, if and only ifν d > ν d . In the same way, we define that a system is more equity-integrated.
With the former definitions, the following parameters are needed for the simulation of a financial system: n, d, ν d , ν s and λ, where we will use the same λ to define the debt and the equity ownership matrix according to (103). A simulated system is the financial system F = (a, d, M d , M s ), where the parameters n, d, ν d , ν s and λ are used to define a, M d and M s and where the liabilities d are a realization of the random variable in (100).
Effect of the Lag Value
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the smaller the lag value l is chosen in the Trial-and-Error Algorithms, the higher is the chance that the first possible default set is not the actual D * . This results in unnecessary computation steps to reach the real default set. On the other hand, if l is taken as very high, say l = 5 or higher, there are many iteration steps in the algorithm that are possibly not needed. For this reason, we wanted to investigate this trade-off situation by determining the error rate for the first potential default set.
Assume that for a given parameters n, d, ν d , ν s and λ, we have generated N simulated systems. For every system we determine for the Trial-and-Error Picard (TP), the Trial-and-Error Elsinger (TE) and the Trial-and-Error Hybrid Algorithm (TH) for a lag value l ≥ 2 the first potential default setD j TP (l),D j TE (l) andD j TH (l) where j = 1, . . . , N . In case of the Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm we define
and analogously ε j TE (l) and ε j TH (l) for the TE and TH Algorithm, respectively. The error rate for the TP Algorithm for the lag value l is then given by
In the same way the error rates ε TE (l) and ε TH (l) are defined. For the investigation of the error rate we chose d i = d = 1.5 in (100) as the debt value. The debt integration values where ν d ∈ {0.9, 0.5, 0.1}, which we considered as systems with high, moderate and low debt cross-ownership. Similarly, we took ν s ∈ {0.45, 0.25, 0.05} for equity integration, where each value is half the associated debt integration. The justification for this approach is that equity cross-ownership is probably commonly less pronounced than debt crossownership. Further, we wanted to avoid possible cross-ownership entries lager that 0.5 since this would mean that a firm is owned by majority by another firm in the system. Each equity and debt integration value was combined with each other which results in 9 possible system settings. Beyond that, all 9 settings were investigated three times, where the structure parameter λ took the three possible values λ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}, i.e. systems with only ring ownership matrices, systems with only complete matrices and systems with a 0.5-convex combination were considered. In total, the combination of the parameters ν d , ν s and λ leads to 27 different settings and for every setting N = 1000 simulated systems were generated. The error rates were calculated for the three algorithms for the lag values l = 2, . . . , 7. Repetitive simulations with N = 1000 showed that the error rates are fairly stable for different simulation runs which is why we viewed the number of 1000 repetitions as reliable. We used the Decreasing Trial-and-Error Algorithm defined in Algorithm 7, but simulations with the Increasing Trial-and-Error Algorithm showed very similar results. The first observation was that the structure of the ownership matrix, that is the choice of λ, had no severe effect on the error rates. This results in comparing the error rates for systems with given n, ν d and ν s for the three choices of λ. In case of n = 100 where moderate debt and low equity cross-ownership was present (ν d = 0.5, ν s = 0.05) and a lag value l = 1, the largest absolute difference is documented for the Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm between complete and ring ownership matrices (9.6% to 3.2%). In the large majority of possible combinations, the difference was much smaller which is why we concluded that the ownership structure itself does not affect the error rate in an essential way. For this reason, we summarized the three values of λ and calculated the mean error rates for every combination of n, ν d and ν s over all λ for the further results.
In Table 1 , the results of the simulation to investigate the effect of the system size are summarized. The error rates are calculated as the mean over all possible combinations for debt and equity integration for every value of n. We observe that the network size only slightly affects the error rates, since for the same lag value they are relatively close for all system sizes. The only exception are systems with n = 10 firms, where the error rate is smaller compared to the other systems. In the last three rows of the table, an overall impression of the error rates shows that even for the TP Algorithm and a lag value of l = 2, the error rate is not higher than 10% in total. We also detected that the error rates for the TE Algorithm are much smaller and even more so for the TH Algorithm. For increasing lag values, the error rates quickly diminish in size for all considered methods. Table 2 : Error rates ε k TP (l), ε k TE (l) and ε k TH (l) in percentage points for the TP, TE and TH Algorithm for l = 2, 3. For the debt integration level ν d , low, moderate and high integration is defined as 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9, respectively. For the equity integration level ν s the corresponding levels are defined as 0.05, 0.25 and 0.45. Mean values over all three values of λ and all values of n are given for each combination. Further, overall mean error rates for within each debt and equity integration level are shown in an additional column and row. To assess the influence of the debt and the equity integration level, the mean error rate over all considered system sizes are taken and listed for each possible combination of the integration level, as shown in Table 2 . If the debt integration level increases from low to moderate, the error rates increase as well. This can, for example, be seen when comparing the mean error rates for the debt integration levels 0.1 and 0.5 over all equity integration levels in the last column in Table 2 for every lag value. For the Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm, the error rate increases from 4.96% to 21.33%; for the other algorithms we observe similar results. A further increase of the debt integration from 0.5 to 0.9, however, has the reverse effect since the error rates decrease in this case. Again we take the TP Algorithm as an example where the error rates shrinks from 21.33% to 1.84%. A possible explanation for this behavior could be that for the TP Algorithm the number of needed iteration steps to converge to the solution was always highest for the combination ν d = 0.5 and ν s = 0.45 (data not shown). Hence, the convergence speed in these situations is very slow which explains why the first potential default set is often not the actual default set. When the mean error rates for every equity integration level averaged over all values of ν d is examined, we observed that, except for the TE Algorithm, the error rates increase for increasing integration levels. In case of the TP Algorithm, we have an increase from 4.11% to 8.73% to 15.14% for ν s = 0.05, ν s = 0.25 and ν s = 0.45, respectively. The error rates for the TE Algorithm stay approximately constant (2.90%, 2.84%, 2.72%).
Our overall conclusion of this part of the simulation study is that the choice of the algorithm and the lag value l has the strongest effect on the error rate, i.e the error rates quickly decrease for greater lag values. The TP Algorithm has, as expected, the highest overall error rates, much higher than the TE and the TH Algorithm. What also affects the error rate is the integration level of the ownership matrices. For our simulation setting, it was the combination of moderate debt and high equity integration that yielded in the highest rates. The structure of the ownership matrices, on the other hand, had no influence on the error rate. Taking the overall mean error rates as the main reference, we can state that for the TE and the TH Algorithm a lag value of 2 is appropriate, since the corresponding error rates are with 2.82% and 0.36% very small. For the TP Algorithm, however, for l = 2 we get an overall error rate of 9.38% which is why a lag value of 3 with an overall error rate of 2.84% seems more convenient for this procedure.
Comparison of Algorithm Efficiency
Searching for the most efficient algorithm, the main issue is to minimize the calculation effort to find the solution R * . In every iteration step of the algorithm, different kind of calculations are carried out for the different algorithms. We quantify the calculation costs with the Landau symbol (Big O notation), where for example O(n) means that the time T (n) to compute a problem of size n grows at the rate n. We distinguish between two different types of calculations in our considerations. For the first type, a mapping is applied to a given vector. This mapping can either be the mapping Φ in (7) or the mappings Φ d and Φ s in (26) and (40), respectively, whereas the second type, matrix multiplications are done. In all cases, the most expensive calculations are matrix multiplications, whereas the type embodies the solution of a linear equation system such as the ones defined in the Algorithms 2A and 4A. The computational costs of both types are between the range of O(n 2 ) and O(n 3 ) (cf. Dahlquist and Björck (2008) ).
Keeping the functioning of the algorithms in mind, the Elsinger and the Hybrid Algorithm seem to be less efficient than the Picard Algorithm, since in the latter one, no linear equation system has to be solved which results in smaller computational costs. However, as we have seen in the Propositions 5 and 9, in terms of iteration steps, the Hybrid Algorithm converges faster to the solution compared to the Elsinger Algorithm, which in turn converges faster to the solution than the Picard Iteration. Therefore, a typical trade-off-situation is given between computational costs and convergence speed of an algorithm. Note that for a sequence R k that converges to a fixed point R * the convergence rate is called linear, if there exists a c ∈ (0, 1) such that (2014)), linear convergence holds for the Picard Algorithm if instead of Assumption 1 the stronger assumption of matrix norms being strictly smaller than 1 is made (which means that of all debt and equity a non-zero share is held by a system outsider). The properties of the Elsinger and the Hybrid Algorithms, however, made it impossible to prove linear convergence (or an even higher convergence rate). The next problem is that the total computational cost for one the algorithms is not determinable in general. For these reasons, the comparison of the different calculation techniques (Picard, Elsinger, Hybrid) on an analytical base seems impossible. This is why we measured the time that was needed to execute an algorithm and considered this value as the primary outcome of our simulation. Though this measure strongly depends on the processor speed and memory capacity of the computer, it allows an objective comparison of the different algorithms. The simulations were conducted on a computer with 3.2 GHz and 4 GB RAM, the software used was R (R Core Team (2014)).
The parameters defining the financial systems are given in the following. Unlike to the simulation in Section 5.2, where a fixed debt value d was used, we varied between five possible the debt values and chose d ∈ {1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3}. The set of equity and debt integration levels was extended to ν s ∈ {0. 025, 0.1, 0.175, 0.25, 0.325, 0.4, 0.475} and ν d ∈ {0.05, 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.65, 0.8, 0. 95}, hence seven possible integration level respectively. A result in Section 5.2 was that the structure of the ownership matrix does not influence the error rates, which is why we only took complete ownership matrices into account for this simulation, i.e. λ = 0 in (103). Together with the six considered systems sizes (n ∈ {5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 200}) , this new setting results in 6·5·7·7 = 1470 different settings. Again, for each setting, N = 1000 simulated systems were generated for every parameter combination. For every simulated systems we applied all 15 algorithms presented in the former section and documented the runtime for every procedure to find the solution R * . We used the Picard, the Elsinger and the Hybrid Algorithm (Algorithms 1, 3 and 6) with both versions, i.e. the decreasing and the increasing version. Further, the Trial-and-Error versions were considered, again both the decreasing (Algorithm 7) and the increasing version (Algorithm 8) with lag values of l = 3 for the Picard versions and l = 2 for the Elsinger and the Hybrid versions. The choice of the lag value is a result of the simulations in Section 5.2. Note that minimizing the error rate to an appropriate value is not necessarily equivalent to minimizing the runtime of the algorithms. For these reasons, we compared for every considered scenario the runtime of the Trial-and-Error Algorithms using lag values from l = 2 to l = 5. The results (not shown here) are that for the Elsinger and the Hybrid versions of the algorithms, the choice of l = 2 does not only keep the error rate on a very low level, but also minimizes the runtime. For the Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm, the simulation showed that the runtime is almost identical for l = 2 and l = 3. However, there is no clear tendency between those choices of l: for some parameter combinations l = 2 lead to smaller runtimes and for some situations this was the case for l = 3. Due to this indifference for the Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm, we set l = 3 for these procedures in accordance with the findings of Section 5.2. At last, the three versions of the Sandwich Algorithm (Algorithm 9) were also taken into account. The tolerance level in all algorithms was set to ε = 10 −3 . An important topic is of course the comparison of new developed techniques (Trial-and-Error, Sandwich) with the existing procedure. In Table 3 , the mean runtimes are listed grouped by the size of the financial system as well as the algorithm and the iteration type. We summarized the decreasing and the increasing version of every algorithm respectively by calculating the mean runtime of both procedures. The runtimes of the decreasing versions were in most situations smaller than their counterparts. Ignoring the random structure of d for an instance and calculating the fixed point, it could be seen that in about 60 % of all considered scenarios, no firm was in default which explains the slight 'overperformance' of the decreasing algorithms. If we compare the mean runtimes over all iteration types, we find that for n = 5 the Sandwich Algorithms have the best performance (1.32 s) compared to the Trial-and-Error and the non-finite methods (1.39 s and 1.78 s, respectively). For n ≥ 5, the fastest runtimes averaged over the iteration types are achieved for the Trial-and-Error procedures. Comparing the different iteration techniques with each other, we find that using the Picard Iteration technique results in a minimal computational effort for all considered system sizes. To be more specific, for small financial systems (n = 5, 10), the Sandwich Picard Algorithm shows the smallest runtime (1.16 s and 1.28 s, respectively), whereas for medium-sized systems (n = 25, 50), the Trial-and-Error Picard Algorithm performs best compared to the other algorithm types (1.64 s and 2.81 s, respectively). In case of large financial systems, i.e. n = 100, 200, the Picard Iteration in its non-finite form yields to lowest runtimes (6.19 s and 21.16 s, respectively). In general, it is clearly visible that Picard-typed algorithms have the best performance within every Algorithm type. The only exception of this trend can be found in the class of non-finite algorithm, where for n = 5 and n = 10 the Hybrid Algorithm showed a slightly lower runtime than the Picard Algorithm. In all other situations, however, the Picard Algorithm is superior to the other algorithms.
Beside the size n, we also investigated the influence of the other parameters that define the form of the financial system on the runtime. We observed that increasing debt values d result in an increasing calculation effort, see Table 4 in the Appendix for a detailed overview. An exception of this tendency represents the Hybrid Algorithm, where the runtime for large d begins to decrease again, no matter which algorithm type is considered. The reason for this behavior is that the runtime for the increasing versions of the Hybrid Algorithm becomes smaller for large n and so does the average of the increasing and the decreasing version of the algorithm, that is shown in Table 4 . A possible explanation is that the Increasing Hybrid Algorithm uses a Picard-type technique to determine the next debt iterate (cf. Algorithm 5A). As shown above, the Picard iteration results, in particular for large n, in much better runtime performances.
If the debt integration level increases, we first observe a similar effect on the runtime as for the debt values, i.e. the higher the integration level, the higher the runtime. However, this monotonicity holds only up to ν d = 0.5 or ν d = 0.65 in most cases. For larger debt integration levels, the computational effort decreases again. The reason for this behavior could be that for small values of ν d , it is very likely that many firms in the financial system are in default. In such situations, we observe that only few iteration steps are needed until R * is reached. If the debt integration level is very high, the same effect establishes with the difference that many firms in the system are solvent. For medium debt integration levels this clear distinction for a firm between solvent and default disappears. A consequence is a higher number of needed iteration steps which also influences the runtime. Moreover, this interpretation is underlined by the fact that for small ν d (firms more likely in default), the increasing versions of the algorithms have a better performances, whereas this relationship inverts for large integration levels where the firms are more likely to be solvent. For increasing equity integration levels this effect is not visible, the runtime increases if ν s increases (results not shown). Since ν s ≤ 0.45 the equity integration seems to have a less strong effect on the status of the firms in the system and therefore, the effect seen in the debt integration levels does probably not appear.
Summary
In this article, we gave a survey of the existing algorithms ("Picard" and "Elsinger") for the computation of equilibrium prices in a financial system in which cross-holdings of equity and debt are present. Moreover, we showed how the ideas of Elsinger (2009) and Eisenberg and Noe (2001) can be combined to get an iteration procedure ("Hybrid Algorithm") that is in every iteration step closer to the solution R * than the "Picard" and "Elsinger" algorithms. We developed new iteration methods based on the information of defaulting and solvent firms under a current payment vector. A consequence of these default set-based methods is that the exact solution of the system is reached in a finite number of steps, which could not be ensured for the existing iteration procedures. Using this new approach yields to two different concepts, that we called "Sandwich" algorithms and "Trial-and-Error" algorithms. While for the former type, a clear stopping criteria can be defined (at least almost surely), the latter algorithms have the drawback that every potential solution has to be checked for validity. In a simulation study, we showed that choosing an appropriate lag value l, the computational effort can be kept to a minimum.
Another simulation showed that essentially less iteration steps have to be performed when using the new default-set based techniques. However, the faster convergence concerning the number of iterations has its price: In the new algorithms other than the Picard type, potentially several linear equation systems have to be solved in every iteration step. This leads to a higher calculation effort for those methods and a result of the empirical investigation of the runtime for all algorithms was that in particular for large financial systems the computational costs then become higher than for algorithms where no linear equation systems have to be solved. Another result of the runtime analysis is that the most efficient iteration technique is of Picard type. In the majority of the considered settings those iteration techniques performed best, no matter which algorithm type (Non-finite, Trial-and-Error, Sandwich) was used. One of the main results is that the choice of the most efficient algorithm strongly depends on the size n of the financial system. We observed that for small systems (n = 5, 10) the Sandwich Picard technique, for medium-sized systems (n = 25, 50) the Trial-and-Error Picard technique and for large systems (n = 100, 200) the simple non-finite Picard technique achieves the best results with regard to the minimization of the runtime. Regarding the choice of the tolerance level ε, smaller values than the used one of ε = 10 −3 will strongly affect the results of the non-finite iteration techniques, since additional simulations (results not listed here) revealed that an increase of ε will lead to a disproportionally strong increase of the needed iteration steps and therefore the runtime. One consequence could be that for large systems the non-finite Picard iteration would not be optimal anymore, since the finite algorithm techniques do not depend on ε. We are aware of this effect, but we think that, for practical purposes, a tolerance level of ε = 10 −3 is sufficiently small.
The simulation in Section 5.3 contained only complete ownership matrices (λ = 0 in (103)). It is of potential interest, whether in case of ring ownership matrices or λ-convex combinations the results lead to the same conclusions. No matter which value of λ is chosen, the entries of M d and M s still are uniquely determinable. A potential extension of this assumption would be to allow random ownership matrices based on a random network matrix as used for example in Elliott et al. (2013) . Besides these questions, the main focus for further research should be on generalizing the algorithms for systems with more than one seniority level for the liabilities. In Fischer (2014) , this was done for the non-finite Picard Algorithm and in Elsinger (2009) , an extension of the non-finite Elsinger Algorithm is discussed as well. It would be of interest whether and -if yes -how the Hybrid Algorithm can be generalized for a model that allows for a seniority structure of debt.
A. Appendix
A.1. Proofs and Auxiliary Results LEMMA A1. Let || · || be a not necessarily strictly convex norm on R n , and let Φ be a map on a nonempty convex and compact set C ⊂ R n which is non-expansive with respect to the norm-induced metric. The set of fixed points of Φ in C is then nonempty, closed, and either a singleton, or uncountable.
Proof. Much-refined versions of this result are known (e.g. Bruck (1973) ). For convenience, a short proof is given. Non-expansiveness implies that Φ is (1-Lipschitz) continuous. The set of fixed points is hence closed, and the Brouwer-Schauder Fixed Point Theorem (e.g. Rudin (1991) ) provides the existence of at least one fixed point. Assume now that x, y ∈ C are two distinct fixed points of Φ. For v ∈ C and ε > 0, B ε (v) = {w ∈ C : ||w − v|| ≤ ε} is a non-empty, convex and compact subset of C. For λ ∈ (0, 1), the intersection
is non-empty (as it contains (1 − λ)x + λy)), convex and compact, and it contains neither x, nor y. By the triangle inequality, C λ 1 ∩ C λ 2 = ∅ for λ 1 = λ 2 . Non-expansiveness implies that Φ(C λ ) ⊂ C λ . By Brouwer-Schauder, there exists a fixed point of Φ in C λ . Hence there exist uncountably many fixed points of Φ in C.
LEMMA A2. Let M ∈ R n×n be an ownership matrix that has the Elsinger Property. Then ρ(M) < 1, where ρ(M) = max{|λ i | : λ i eigenvalue of M} (109) is the spectral radius of M.
Proof. A well known result (cf. Rudin (1991) ) is that ρ(M) ≤ M ≤ 1. In case of M < 1 there is nothing to show, so we assume that M = 1 which is no contradiction to the Elsinger Property of M. We will show the claim by contradiction. To this end, assume that ρ(M) = 1.
For the corresponding eigenvalue v is must hold that v = 0 and Mv = ρ(M)v = v. We can formulate this equation alternatively as
Since M has the Elsinger Property, it follows by Elsinger (2009), Lemma 1, that (I n − M) is invertible. But that means that there exists no vector v = 0 such that (110) is true. Hence, v = 0 which is a contradiction and from which follows that ρ(M) < 1.
LEMMA A3. Let M ∈ R n×n be an ownership matrix that has the Elsinger property and for which ρ(M) < 1. Then (I n − M) −1 exists and can be obtained via the Neumann expansion:
where M 0 = I n . Consequently, the diagonal entries of (I n − M) −1 are greater than or equal to 1 and the other entries are all non-negative.
Proof. See Rudin (1991) .
Proof of THEOREM 1: A proof of Theorem 1 is necessary because related proofs in Suzuki (2002) , Gourieroux et al. (2012) and Fischer (2014) rely on stronger matrix conditions than the Elsinger Property, while Elsinger (2009) considers an equation system which slightly differs from (5) and (6). First, note that (5) and (6) can only have non-negative solutions. This is shown in Lemma 3.5 of Fischer (2014) under stricter matrix conditions, but because of Lemma A3 of this paper, it is straightforward to see that the proof works in the same manner under the Elsinger Property. The interval [R small , R great ] is convex and compact, and Φ(R) is continuous in R. By Lemma 1 and the Brouwer-Schauder Fixed Point Theorem, it follows that at least one solution exists. Furthermore, Φ as in Eq. (7) is a non-expansive mapping. This follows from Lemma 4.1 of Fischer (2014) , where a strict contraction property is shown under stricter matrix conditions, but again it is straightforward to see how the corresponding proof implies non-expansiveness under the Elsinger Property for all ownership matrices. Since it follows from Proposition 10 that there can be a maximum of 2 n possible solutions of (5) and (6), uniqueness follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma A1 in the Appendix.
LEMMA A4. Let M ∈ R n×n be an ownership matrix as in Lemma A3, such that N 0 ⊂ N , and the matrix Λ ∈ R n×n be defined as (Λ) ij = 1, if i = j and i ∈ N 0 , 0, else.
Then it holds that
Proof. Note that (I n − Λ) k = (I n − Λ) for k ∈ N 
LEMMA A5. Let the random variable a have a have a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on (R + 0 ) n . The set of all a for which the system solution contains at least one borderline firm, i.e. one i ∈ N such that r * i = d i and s * i = 0, then has measure zero.
Proof. First, note that it suffices to show the claim for a set A(I) of all a for which r * i = d i and s * i = 0 for each i ∈ I ⊂ N , since the number of subsets of {1, ..., n} is finite and a finite union of sets of Lebesgue measure zero has Lebesgue measure zero. We first show that A(I) is a Borel set and hence Lebesgue measurable. For this, note that it is shown in Fischer (2014) that the mapping Ψ : a → R * (a) that maps any price vector of the exogenous assets onto the corresponding solution of (5) and (6) is Borel measurable. Let now H(I) denote the 2(n − |I|)dimensional hyperplane in R 2n for which H(I) = {(r t , s t ) t ∈ R 2n : r i = d and s i = 0 for all i ∈ I}.
Clearly, H(I) is a Borel set. One obtains
which must be Borel-measurable, too. Observe now that if a 2 ≫ a 1 (a 2 strictly larger than a 1 in all components), then Φ n a 2 (R) ≥ Φ n a 1 (R) for any non-negative R. Hence, by the Picard Iteration, R * (a 2 ) ≥ R * (a 1 ). From Eq. (5) and (6), it follows that r + s = a + M d r + M s s (see also Fischer (2014) ). Therefore, if a 2 ≫ a 1 , then r * i (a 2 ) + s * i (a 2 ) > r * i (a 1 ) + s * i (a 1 ) for all i ∈ N , which is a contradiction to a 1 , a 2 ∈ A(I). Thus, since r * i (a) + s * i (a) = d i for a ∈ A(I) and i ∈ I, a 2 ≫ a 1 can hold for no pair a 1 , a 2 ∈ A(I). This means that A(I) bears some resemblance to a Pareto set. It follows that the set A(I) intersects any straight line parallel to the vector (1, . . . , 1) t ∈ R n either once, or not at all. As such, and since the Lebesgue measure is rotation invariant, the problem reduces now to the one which is shown in Lemma A6.
LEMMA A6. Let Q be a Borel set in R n such that |Q ω | ≤ 1 for any ω ∈ R n−1 , where Q ω = {x ∈ R : (x, ω t ) t ∈ Q}. Then Q has Lebesgue measure zero.
Proof. Let λ m , m ∈ N, denote the Lebesgue measure on R m . For any Borel set Q, it follows from the definition of product measures (e.g. Billingsley (1995) ) and from λ n = λ 1 ⊗ λ n−1 that λ n (Q) = λ 1 (Q ω )dλ n−1 (ω).
Since λ 1 (Q ω ) = 0, the result follows. 
A.2. Additional Tables and Simulation Results
The notation in the tables in this section is as follows. The names of the algorithms in the table are composed out of their iteration type ("P" for Picard, "E" for Elsinger and "H" for Hybrid) and their direction ("D" for decreasing, "I" for increasing). If the prefix "D" or "I" is omitted, the mean value of the corresponding increasing and decreasing version is shown. The additional prefix "T" denotes the Trial-and-Error version and "S" denotes the Sandwich version of the algorithm. Table 5 : Median of the iteration (calculation) steps for every algorithm over all debt and equity integration values (ν d and ν d ) and debt values (d) grouped by the system size (n). A calculation step is defined as the solution of a linear equation system, which is done for example in Algorithm 2A in every iteration step. An iteration step is defined as the step from the k-th iterate R k to R k+1 for k ≥ 0, no matter which algorithm is used. system size n 5 10 25 50 100 200
